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Annual Banquet

Program

6:00pm
Cash Bar

7pm
Dinner

8:30pm
Presentation

9:30 PM
Awards and door prizes

DeCarlo’s Banquet Hall
6015 E 10 Mile Rd
Warren, MI 48091

December 6th, 2018
Price: $30 per person, $35 at the door

Click here to Reserve 
your seat with PayPal

Don’t forget, every dinner purchased ($30 
per person, $35 at the door) comes with one 
opportunity for the door prizes. More door 
prize tickets can be purchased at $1.00 a piece 
or 6 for $5.00. Limit $20.00.
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Society Meeting Times
Astronomy presentations and lectures twice 
each month at 7:30 PM:

First Monday at Cranbrook Institute of 
Science.

Third Thursday at Macomb Community 
College - South Campus Building E (Library) 
Note: for the rest of 2018, we are meeting in 
room E308, in building E. 

December Discussion 
Group Meeting

Come on over, and talk astronomy, space 
news, and whatnot!

The Discussion Group for December will be 
on Thursday, Dec 13th at 7 pm, hosted by 
Anita Mayls:
6935 Inkster Rd Bloomfield Hills 48301.       

She ‘ll have pizza, coffee and tea. BYOB and/or 
desserts. 

CORRECTION:
The Discussion group on Thursday Dec. 13 
will be the only one in December.

There will NOT be a second Discussion Group 
on Dec. 26th. 

Snack Volunteer
Schedule

Dec 3  Cranbrook Joe Tocco
Jan 7  Cranbrook Marty Kunz
Jan 17  Macomb Ken Bertin

If you are unable to bring the snacks on your 
scheduled day, or if you need to reschedule, 
please email the board at board@
warrenastro.org as soon as you are able so 
that other arrangements can be made.

Space Pirates
Tune in to Captains Marty Kunz and 
Diane Hall for live radio Wednesday 

nights at 9:00pm ET

In this issue:
4 President’s Field of View
6 Astrophotography
7 Presentations
9 Over the Moon
10 Object of the Month
11 Cranbrook monthly skychart
13 Stargate Officer’s report
14 Outreach Officer’s report
15 Treasurer’s report
16 History S.I.G.
17 GLAAC
18 Meeting Minutes
20 NASA Space Place
22 For Sale
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Had you asked me at the beginning of the 
Cranbrook meeting what was going to happen 
with the treasury position, I would have told 
you that we’ll cross that bridge when we 
come to it. It was really looking like we were 
going to have to hire an outside accountant to 
manage the club funds. That is until a brave 
man stepped forward and brought us back 
from the brink. The legend had been alluded 
to in the previous field of view, but I thought 
those types of fables were for the children. 
Fortunately for all of us, when it came to the 
treasury position, and we had no nominees. 
The hero of our story, Mark Jakubisin, raised 
his hand and nominated himself. I am so 
pleased to have Mark at the table next year 
and I am sure he will also enjoy his time as 
treasurer. 

Hopefully, with the final crisis of the year behind 
us we had a wonderful time at the Blum’s for 
the November discussion group and now it is 
really time to start preparing for the banquet. 
I’m stressing a little more than usual because 
the banquet is happening the same week as 
most of my finals for the semester, I’m going 
to do my best to prepare for everything I need 
to, but no guarantee. If you have not gotten 
the details for the banquet yet it is scheduled 
for Thursday, December 6th at DeCarlo’s 
Banquet and Convention Center, located at 
6015 East 10 Mile Rd Warren, MI 48091. We are 
looking for door prizes for the banquet so if 
you have anything you would like to donate 
to the club as a door prize please contact the 
board or feel free to bring it to the banquet.

It’s also that time of year where I can’t help 
but look back on the year and wonder if I did 
enough. When I see all the events that I got to 
participate in this past year it becomes clear 
that we’ve done a lot. There are definitely 

Day EST (h:m) Event

03 13:42 Venus 3.6°S of Moon

 05 16:06 Mercury 1.9°S of Moon

 07 02:20 NEW MOON 

 09 00:30 Saturn 1.1°S of Moon: Occn.

 10 12:57 Moon at Descending Node 

 12 07:25 Moon at Apogee: 405177 km

 14 07 Geminid Meteor Shower

 14 18:21 Mars 3.6°N of Moon

 15 06 Mercury at Greatest Elong: 21.3°W

 15 06:49 FIRST QUARTER MOON 

 21 02:31 Aldebaran 1.7°S of Moon

 21 15 Mercury 0.8° of Jupiter

 21 17:22 Winter Solstice 

 22 03:05 Mercury 5.8°N of Antares

 22 10:03 Jupiter 5.1°N of Antares

 22 12:49 FULL MOON 

 22 16 Ursid Meteor Shower

 24 04:52 Moon at Perigee: 361060 km

 24 06:54 Moon at Ascending Node 

 24 23:52 Beehive 0.6°N of Moon

 26 11:06 Regulus 2.5°S of Moon

 26 13 Venus at Perihelion 

 29 04:34 LAST QUARTER MOON

Astronomical Events
for December 2018 

Add one hour for Daylight savings.
Source:

http://www.astropixels.com/ephemeris/astrocal/astrocal2018est.html

President’s Field of View
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some areas I would have liked to make more 
progress but hey, that’s what next year is for. 
Overall, the club has been running good, 
attendance is good, and membership seems 
to be at the normal or higher level. My goals 
for the coming year are to keep attendance 
up, get more people engaged in outreach, 
and find a successor. I would also love to find 
a way to get more youth (high school and 
college) kids attending and participating 
within the club. I have found this club to be a 
tremendously deep well of motivating people, 
a place to learn, grow, and most importantly 
stay motivated. The Warren Astronomical 

Society has given me a supportive community 
to take on tasks with personally rewarding 
payouts, and I want to provide that for more 
young people that could also benefit from this 
rag tag group of curious, intelligent people. It’s 
great when someone says that your juggling is 
impressive, but it is infinitely more rewarding 
to get a compliment about a meeting, when 
doing outreach, or after a presentation, and 
that is what this club has to offer. 

Jeff MacLeod
President

The 2019 W.A.S. Board 

A word from the Editor

Jeff MacLeod   President
Jonathan Kade  1st Vice President
David Baranski  2nd Vice President
Jerry Voorheis  Secretary
Mark Jakubisin  Treasurer
Bob Trembley  Outreach Director
Dr. Dale Partin  Publications Director

Congratulations to the incumbant and newly elected board members!

Taking up the reins as Publications Director for two years was an interesting experience. It turns 
out that assembling a newsletter is an odd job—there isn’t an instruction manual to tell you how 
to do it or what software to use. For that reason, each Publications Director has to find their own 
way of getting the job done. Just look through the archives of old WASP issues to see evidence of 
that. This might make the job sound difficult, but it really isn’t. Truthfully, the real work is done by 
the contributors. The Publications Director just organizes that content and puts it all in one place. 
I want to thank the many regular and semi-regular contributors who provide articles, reports, 
astrophotography and so much more for the WASP. Your contributions are the only thing keeping 
this tradition going for more than a half-century.

Clear skies,
Brian Thieme
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W.A.S. 
Astrophotography

Photo credit: Bill Beers
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Short talk:  “Good Telescopes Under $500” by Jonathan Kade and Mark Kedzior

First VP Jonathan Kade, with help from former First VP Mark Kedzior, shares a list of telescopes 
that will give beginners a good experience and won’t completely break the budget. We’ll look 
at notable telescopes from many prominent brands, and then talk about some options if you’re 
willing to think outside the telescope box.

Jonathan Kade’s first purchase after he paid off his student loans was an Orion SkyQuest XT-8. His 
telescope collection’s size has plateaued, at least temporarily.

Mark Kedzior’s association with the W.A.S. dates back to our days at Lincoln High School in Warren, 
where Mark now has a career center named for him! He has helped build more telescopes than 
many of us will ever own.

Main Talk: “Measuring the Speed of Light” by Dr. Dale Partin

“In the latter part of the seventeenth century, 
a Danish astronomer named Ole Christensen 
Roemer made rather precise measurements 
of the orbit of Jupiter’s moon Io.  He found an 
anomaly in the period of its orbit which was 
caused by the finite speed of light. This allowed 
the first determination of the speed of light to 
be made.  It was discovered that the speed of 
light is astonishingly fast, on the order of a million times faster than the speed of sound in air. My 
attempts to replicate these measurements and determine the speed of light over the last few 
years will be described.  This turned out to be much more challenging than expected…”

Dr. Dale Partin is an amateur astronomer and he teaches astronomy at Macomb Community 
College.  He has B.S. and M.S. degrees in physics and a Ph.D. in electrical engineering. Until his 
partial retirement, he worked in advanced research in the auto industry.  He has over 80 scientific 
publications and 38 patents, and is a fellow of the American Physical Society and a member of 
Sigma Xi and of the American Scientific Affiliation.

Monday, December 3, 2018
Cranbrook Presentations

WAS PRESENTATIONS
If you would like to present either a short talk (10-15 minutes) or a full-length 
talk (45-60 minutes) at a future meeting, please email Jonathan Kade at: 

firstvp@warrenastro.org  
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Thursday, December 6, 2018
Annual WAS Banquet

Join us at our annual banquet for a splendid evening as we celebrate our society and honor 
some of our members for their contributions. The cash bar will open at 6:00 PM and dinner 
will be served at 7:00 PM with the keynote event to follow.

Our keynote this year is a little different than normal: rockabilly star (with the Skee Brothers) 
and WAS member Jim Shedlowsky will take us on a singalong trip back through the catalog 
of songs he’s reworked into astronomical ballads. He’ll also present a quick summary of each 
presentation that a song was written for.

The banquet menu features hot food, with chicken, beef, vegetarian pasta, and many sides.

You can still buy advance tickets at the discounted rate,  $30, via PayPal: 
v
or in person at the Cranbrook meeting. Tickets are $35.00 at the door.

See you there!
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North by Northwest

A day or two short of the full 
moon, depending on the 
libration, on the northwest 
terminator of the moon you 
will find a remarkable crater 
that catches the eye. This is 
Pythagoras (133km dia.) with 

beautifully terraced walls and a central peak that 
casts great shadows across the western side of 
the crater and the west wall. The extreme near 
limb presentation of this magnificent crater gives 
us the opportunity to see just how shallow craters 
are. When on the terminator near the center of 
the moon, they look like deep wells but in this 
case the depth is only 4.8 km or 3.75% of the 
diameter! Shallow indeed! You can see this for 
yourself by making a 100mm diameter crater that 
is only 4mm deep.

The large non-circular crater in front of 
Pythagoras is Babbage (148km) and to it’s left is 
Oenophiles (70km) and further on is the smaller 
Markov (43km). To the lower right of Pythagoras 
is Anaximander (also 70km) and further right is 
Carpenter (61km). Above Carpenter is the shadow 
filled Pascal (109km) seen well at this libration.

Below Anaximander is a large shallow circular 
depression that is the remnant of a once 
tremendous crater, J. Herschel (160km). On its 
southern border is Horrebow (26km) and to 
the left of the the great crater is Robinson (also 

26km). Lastly, at the very bottom of this image is 
the crater Harpalus (41km). Between this crater 
and Babbage is a squarish area that is named 
South (111km). Babbage, South, Herschel and 
Anaximander are the oldest craters in this image 
being of Pre-Nectarian age, possibly as old as 
4.55 billion years. while Harpalus and Carpenter 
are the youngest being Copernican as old as 1.1 
b.y. This is a region worthy of your study on those 
bright moonlit nights!

This montage was made from 2 images each 
from stacked AVIs using AVIStack2 assembled 
with AutoStitch and further processed with GIMP 
and Irfanview.

Rik Hill

Over the Moon
with Rik Hill

Guide map and Moon location by Ralph DeCew
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Object of the Month:
NGC 1055

 NGC 1055 is an edge-
on spiral galaxy in the 
constellation Cetus. The 
galaxy has an integrated 

apparent magnitude of 10.6, and is classified 
as Sb on the Hubble Sequence, indicating 
that it has a structure with spiral arms that 
are wound with intermediate tightness. NGC 
1055 has angular dimensions of 7.3’ x 3.3’, 
with a distinct dark lane that runs the length 
of galaxy along its northern edge. It is notable 
for its proximity to the famous Messier galaxy 
M77, with which it forms a gravitational pair, 
with only about 440,000 light years between 
them. By comparison, the Milky Way and 
Andromeda galaxies are separated by more 
than five times that distance. NGC 1055 is 
about 52 million light years from Earth and is 
approximately 115,000 light years in diameter. 
It was discovered by William Herschel in 
December 1783.

 NGC 1055 is easy to locate if skies 
are sufficiently dark for visual identification 
of signpost stars. The galaxy is positioned 
about 35’ east of δ Ceti (mag. 4.1) and about 
30’ north-northwest of M77, and readily 
shares a low-power telescopic field of 
view with both objects. NGC 1055 can be 
distinguished from the latter by a number 
of differentiating features. It is considerably 
dimmer than M77, and unlike its celestial 
companion, it is significantly elongated and 
forms a neat equilateral triangle with 6th 
and 7th magnitude stars, each lying about 
7’ away. NGC 1055 should be detectable in 
6-inch telescopes and is impressive in 10-
inch or larger instruments. Magnification 
of 35-50x in a wide-field eyepiece should 
allow for a nice view of both galaxies, but to 
observe the best that NGC 1055 has to offer, 

several magnifications between 50 and 100x 
should be tested while also using averted 
vision. A thin central 4’x1’ halo, a prominent 
central bulge, and a faint, yet well-defined, 
dust lane should all be discernible without 
much difficulty. Interestingly, M77 and NGC 
1055 are the brightest members of a small 
galaxy group comprising a least a half dozen 
members, including nearby barred spiral 
NGC 1073.  

Chuck Dezelah

Photo source: Wikipedia, FoV = 0.25°

Source: Cartes du Ciel

Object of the Month
with Chuck Dezelah
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Monthly Free Astronomy Open House
and Star Party

4th Saturday of the month!
Wolcott Mill Metropark - Camp Rotary entrance

• Sky tours.
• Look through several different 

telescopes.
• Get help with your telescope.
• We can schedule special presentations 

and outings for scouts, student or 
community groups.

20505 29 Mile Rd (1.8 miles east of Romeo Plank Rd)
Ray, MI 48096
82° 55’04” West Longitude, 42° 45’29” North Latitude

Observatory Rules:
1. Closing time depends on weather, etc.
2. May be closed one hour after opening time if no members arrive within the first hour.
3. Contact the 2nd VP for other arrangements, such as late arrival time. Call (586) 634-6240 .
4. An alternate person may be appointed to open.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the scheduled open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation depending on weather or staff availability.
7. Postings to the Yahoo Group and/or email no later than 2 hours before starting time in case of date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to call or email the 2nd VP at least 2 hours before the posted opening with any questions. Later emails may not be receivable.
9. Generally, only strong rain or snow will prevent the open house... the plan is to be there even if it is clouded over. Often, the weather is 
cloudy, but it clears up as the evening progresses.

Contact: outreach@warrenastro.org 

Find us on MeetUp.com

Stargate Observatory
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November  Open-house

The Observatory was opened at 5:00 PM by 
Jeff MacLeod who presented to a Robotics 
group and a school group who were 
scheduled to visit Stargate.

Cloudy skies prevented any observing and 
Riyad Matti closed the observatory just after 
7:00 PM when no other visitors showed up.

December  Open-house

The December Open-house is scheduled for 
Saturday the 22nd. Sunset is at 5:01 PM with 
astronomical twilight ending at 6:43 PM. A 
full moon rises at 5:18 PM.

Please arrive just after sunset (or sooner if you 
plan to set up a scope or do solar observing). A 
friendly reminder to be courteous if you arrive 
after dark, dim your headlights upon entry 
to the park, and no white light flashlights 
please. If you are setting up a large scope or 
have a lot of equipment to set up then you 
are permitted to park on the observing field, 
with your vehicle lights pointed away from 
the observatory and other telescopes.

Observatory update

No updates at this time.

Joe Tocco
Second Vice President

STARGATE OBSERVATORY

Stargate Observatory
Officer’s Report

W.A.S.P. Photo and Article Submissions
We’d like to see your photos and articles in the W.A.S.P. Your contribution is ESSENTIAL! — 

This is YOUR publication!

Send items to: publications@warrenastro.org

Documents can be submitted in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx), Open Office (.ods), or 
Text (.txt) formats, or put into the body of an email. Photos can be embedded in the 
document or attached to the email and should be under 2MB in size. Please include a 
caption for your photos, along with dates taken, and the way you ’d like your name to 
appear.
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LAST MONTH

11/13/18: Cub Scout Pack 342 in Troy asked 
for astronomy presentation at their 7 PM 
meeting. Thanks to Jeff MacLeod and Ken 
Bertin for agreeing to support this; Jeff reports 
it was a success.

11/13/18: Also Mark Kedzior did a telescope 
class for six patrons the Woods Branch of the 
Grosse Pointe library followed by his “Top Ten 
Telescopes Under $500” presentation.

11/30/18: Cranbrook Institute of Science 
had an Astronomy Overnight featuring 
Cub Scouts & Girl Scouts from 6PM to 9PM. 
Ken Bertin and Gary Ross used the house 
telescopes to educate and entertain a larger-
than-expected crowd of Scouts.

UPCOMING EVENTS

12/7/18: Need Volunteers! Tiger Cub Sky’s 
the Limit at Cranbrook Institute of Science 
from 6-8 PM. This is usually a fast-paced 
event featuring small children; we have 
one potential volunteer but could use two 
volunteers comfortable with operating 
telescopes indoors.

12/8/18. Need Volunteers! Boy Scout Troop 
1627 will be camping at Stargate the night 
of December 8; Joe Tocco will be able to 
open the dome if skies are clear but we were 
hoping to line up a couple of presentations 
to show the troop, so please contact me if 
interested. Jim Shedlowsly, Ken Bertin, and 
Bob Trembley have expressed interested but 
at Stargate more is merrier. 

Congratulations to Bob Trembley, our 
incoming Outreach Chair for 2019! We are 
already building a calendar of Cranbrook 
Scouting events and Grosse Pointe Library 
Sidewalk Astronomy events plus a special 
lunar eclipse night for Girl Scouts at Stargate 
in January. We can always use more delegates 
to the GLAAC planning committee; join our 
Groups.io list if interested. Meetings are now 
teleconferences with a flexible time slot and 
are easy to attend. Astronomy at the Beach 
is the marquee public outreach event for 
the amateur community in metro Detroit 
and keeping it strong through the years is a 
team effort. If outreach if your passion, please 
contact me about GLAAC.

Diane Hall
Outreach

W.A.S. Outreach
Officer’s Report
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Treasurer’s Report for 11/30/2018

MEMBERSHIP
We currently have 140 members, of which 43 
are family memberships. 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURES (SUMMARY)
We took in $658.20 and spent/transferred 
$372.46. We have $20,403.33 in the bank 
and $242.95 in cash, totaling $20,646.28 as of 
10/31/2018. 

INCOME
Memberships/renewals  315.06
Astronomical League  15.00
Snacks    41.70
Annual Banquet   892.41
Calendars    338.25
General Fund   8.00

EXPENSES
Postage reimbursement  40.00
Snacks    40.00
Paper supplies   9.71

Ruth Huellmantel
Treasurer

GLAAC REPORT 11/30/2018
Beginning Balance: $4,931.52

INCOME
No activity
 
EXPENSES
No activity

Ending Balance: $4,931.52

Come visit the breathtaking WAS library, located in the scenic rendering-
server room at Cranbrook Institute of Science! In our library, you’ll find 
six shelves of books about:

• Observing every celestial object imaginable;
• Using and making telescopes;
• Popular and unpopular science;
• Science biography, scienåce history, science fiction;
• Archives of our fifty-year history;
...and other stuff we can’t classify.

To check out a book, you simply have to be a member in good standing. At Cranbrook, see our librarian, Jonathan Kade, at the 
break. To have a book delivered to Macomb, simply request a book from the library list from Jonathan. Where do you see the 
list? It doesn’t exist yet! Hassle Jonathan to post it.

The W.A.S. Library

Treasurer’s Report 

If you’re shopping on Amazon, make sure to 
use Amazon Smile. It costs you nothing, and 
if you select us as your charity, Amazon will 
dotate 0.5% of every purchase you make to 
the Warren Astronomical Society.
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December 1985
This cover is, well, interesting.
Inside, the newsletter leads 
off on a sad note with an 
obituary for John Baditoi 
by John Roemmelt. The 
editor’s note following is 
especially sobering.

On a brighter note, we 
have “Recognition for Tim Skonieczny’s work at GPS’ 
Planetarium. by John Wetzel plus a “Certificate of 
Appreciation” to Elizabeth Brown for a donation of a 
telescope to the Warren Astronomical Society.

Following a lot of reprints about Comet Halley, we finish 
out the issue with “The Asteroid 89 Julia Occultation 
Announcement” submitted by Ken Kelly, and “Location 
of the Sun, Moon and Planets Submitted” by Raymond 
Bullock.

November 1995
This first article is filed under mining the internet 
with a vengeance: “A Tale of Two Comets” (By various 
authors —identified where known) edited for the WASP 
from electronic media by Douglas E. Goudie. Larry F. 
Kalinowski continues his regular column, “Computer 
Chatter” and Louie the Librarian tries to encourage use 
of the WAS library with the “Book of the Month: Build 
Your Own Telescope by Richard Berry”.

This last entry is interesting in terms of the WASP archive. 
When scanning was in full gear, I found that there was a 
span from Oct. 1995 though May 1996 represented only 
by a collection of these articles, “Masterpieces Messier 
Missed” by Jeff Bondono. Then several print issues from 
that time-span surfaced and more articles besides 
“Masterpieces” discovered. This month’s entry is NGC 
891 at 02h23m +42_21’.

From the Scanning Room
Christmas is early this year: In response to Ken Wilson’s 
wish expressed on a Facebook exchange, I’ve uploaded 
each decade’s worth of issues we have (so far) bundled 
in ZIP files. Once you navigate to a decade’s page, the 
link to that decade’s bundle is found at the top of the 
listings, just under the navigation links. Since the 1969 
decade is represented by only one year, I included it 
with the 1970s-decade bundle.

Dale Thieme,
Chief scanner

History S.I.G.
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The Warren Astronomical Society is a Proud Member of the 
Great Lakes Association of Astronomy Clubs (GLAAC)

GLAAC is an association of amateur astronomy clubs in Southeastern Michigan who 
have banded together to provide enjoyable, family-oriented activities that focus on 
astronomy and space sciences.

GLAAC Club and Society Newsletters

GLAAC Club and Society Meeting Times

WAS Member Websites

Club Name & Website City Meeting Times

Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan 
University Ypsilanti/EMU Every Thursday at 7:30PM in 402 Sherzer

Capital Area Astronomy Club MSU/Abrams Planetarium First Wednesday of each month 7:30 PM

Farmington Community Stargazers Farmington Hills Members one Tuesday each month, public 
observing another Tuesday each month.

Ford Amateur Astronomy Club Dearborn Fourth Thursday of every month (except 
November and December) at 5:30 PM

Oakland Astronomy Club Rochester Second Sunday of every month (except 
May)

Seven Ponds Astronomy Club Dryden, Michigan Monthly: generally the Saturday closest to 
new Moon

Sunset Astronomical Society Midland Second Friday of every month

University Lowbrow Astronomers Ann Arbor Third Friday of every month

Warren Astronomical Society Bloomfield Hills/ Cranbrook & Warren/
MCC

First Monday & third Thursday of every 
month 7:30 PM

Warren Astronomical Society:
Oakland Astronomy Club:
Ford Amateur Astronomy Club:
Sunset Astronomical Society:
University Lowbrow Astronomers:

Jon Blum: MauiHawaii.org
Bob Trembley: Balrog’s Lair
Bill Beers: Sirius Astro Products
Doug Bock: https://boonhill.org/

Jon Blum: Astronomy at JonRosie
Bob Trembley: Vatican Observatory 
Foundation Blog
Jeff MacLeod: A Life Of Entropy

http://www.warrenastro.org/was/newsletter/
http://oaklandastronomy.net/newsletters/oacnews.html
http://www.fordastronomyclub.com/starstuff/index.html
http://www.sunsetastronomicalsociety.com
http://www.umich.edu/~lowbrows/reflections/
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Meeting Minutes

BOARD MEETING – November 5th

Members present; Jeff MacLeod, Ruth 
Huellmantel, Diane Hall, Jonathan Kade, Brian 
Thieme, Parker Heullmantel, Ken Bertin, Dale 
Partin, Marty Kunz, and Jerry Voorheis.

The meeting  was called to order by Jeff 
MacLeod at: 6:34 PM

Officer’s reports

 Jonathan Kade gave the 1st Vice President’s 
report

1st Vice President - Jeff MacLeod reported that 
the open house was a wash due to weather.

Treasurer’s Report – Ruth Huellmantel 
reported that we are paid up by Wayne State.

Secretary – Jerry Voorheis reported that the 
minutes are in the WASP.

Outreach – Diane Hall reviewed upcoming 
events..

Publications - Brian Thieme reported that the 
latest WASP is published.

Old Business

A motion was made by Jonathan Kade to 
spend $1400.00 to pay off banquet balance.  
2Nd by Jeff MacLeod. The motion passed.

Preparations for the banquet were discussed. 
Diane Hall read off last years check list.

A motion was made by Jonathan Kade to 
spend $700.00 to pay for WAS calanders.  
2Nd by Jeff MacLeod. The motion passed.

New Business

Diane Hall proposed buying a solar system 
model for Outreach costing about $50.00.

Discussion of buying a solar telescope from 
Parker Heullmantel.

The meeting adjourned at: 7:23 PM

CRANBROOK MEETING – November 5th

Meeting  called to order at 7:31 PM by Jeff 
MacLeod, President.

Roll call.

46 persons were present.  

Ken Bertin presented In the News and In the 
Sky

Jeff MacLeod gave the President’s Report - 
He announced that the banquet will be on 
December 6th.

Jonathan Kade gave the 1st Vice President’s 
report. He announced the upcoming speakers.

Riyad Matti gave the 2nd Vice President’s 
report. The Open House lasted about 1 ½ 
hours.. There was lots of rain and few people.

Ruth Huellmantel gave the Treasurer’s report.
 
Diane Hall gave the Outreach report.

Brian Thieme reported that the WASP is 
published. 

The Secretary’s report is in the WASP.
Solar report - Ken Bertin reported no sunspots, 
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nothing on the sun. 

The Discussion Group will meet at Jon Blum’s 
house this month.

Jonathan Kade announced the WAS election 
which was conducted by Ken Bertin.
 
Jeff MacLeod was nominated for President, 
Nominations closed by Gary Ross. Seconded. 
Elected.

Jonathan Kade was nominated for 1st Vice 
President, Nominations closed by Gary Ross. 
Second by Alan Caplan. Elected.

David Baranski was nominated for 2nd Vice 
President. Nominations closed by Laura. 
Second by Anita. Elected.

Jerry Voorheis was nominated for Secretary. 
Nominations were closed. Seconded. Elected

Mark Jakubisin was nominated for Treasurer. 
Nominations closed by Jonathan Kade. 
Second by Diane Hall. Elected.

Bob Trembley was nominated for Outreach 
Director. Nominations closed by Gary Ross. 
Second by Diane Hall. Elected.

Dr Dale Partin was nominated for Publications 
Director. Nominations closed by Gary Ross. 
Seconded Elected

Snack/Break Time.

Main Presentation was given by Dr. Jordan K. 
Steckloff - “Breaking the Ice- How Sublimative 
Torques Alter Comet Activity and Structure”.
Meeting was adjourned at 10:08 PM

MACOMB MEETING – November 15th

Meeting  called to order at 7:32 PM by Jeff 
MacLeod, President.

19 persons were present.  

Jeff MacLeod read the officer’s reports.

There  were no observing reports.

The Discussion Group will meet at Jon Blum’s 
house November 20th.

In the News and In the Sky were presented by 
Diane Hall. 

Snack/Break Time 

The Discussion Group will meet at Dr. Dale 
Partin’s house this month.

The main presentation was given by Jonathan 
Kade, “A Whimper or a Bang? Perspectives on 
the End of the Universe”.

Meeting was adjourned at 9:25 PM

Jerry Voorheis
Secretary

Club Member
Nametags        

Email publications@warrenastro.org
for your personalized name tag

Name tags can be picked up at club meetings
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NASA Night Sky Notes December 2018

This article is distributed by NASA Night Sky Network 
The Night Sky Network program supports astronomy clubs across the USA dedicated to 
astronomy outreach. Visit nightsky.jpl.nasa.org to find local clubs, events, and more! 

NASA Night Sky Notes:
Observe Apollo 8’s Lunar Milestones 

By David Prosper

December marks the 50th anniversary of NASA’s Apollo 8 mission, when humans first orbited 
the Moon in a triumph of human engineering. The mission may be most famous for “Earthrise,” 
the iconic photograph of Earth suspended over the rugged lunar surface. “Earthrise” inspired the
imaginations of people around the world and remains one of the most famous photos ever taken. 
This month also brings a great potential display of the Geminids and a close approach by Comet 
46P/Wirtanen

You can take note of Apollo 8’s mission milestones while observing the Moon this month. 
Watch the nearly full Moon rise just before sunset on December 21, exactly 50 years after 
Apollo 8 launched; it will be near the bright orange star Aldebaran in Taurus. The following 
evenings watch it pass over the top of Orion and on through Gemini; on those days five decades 
earlier, astronauts Frank Borman, Jim Lovell, and Bill Anders sped towards the Moon in their 
fully crewed command module. Notice how the Moon rises later each evening, and how its phase 
wanes from full on Dec 22 to gibbous through the rest of the week. Can you imagine what phase
Earth would appear as if you were standing on the Moon, looking back? The three brave 
astronauts spent 20 sleepless hours in orbit around the Moon, starting on Dec 24, 1968. During 
those ten orbits they became the first humans to see with their own eyes both the far side of the 
Moon and an Earthrise! The crew telecast a holiday message on December 25 to a record number 
of Earthbound viewers as they orbited over the lifeless lunar terrain; "Good night, good luck, a 
merry Christmas and God bless all of you - all of you on the good Earth." 50 years later, spot the 
Moon on these holiday evenings as it travels through Cancer and Leo. Just two days later the 
astronauts splashed down into the Pacific Ocean after achieving all the mission’s test objectives, 
paving the way for another giant leap in space exploration the following year. 

The Geminids, an excellent annual meteor shower, peaks the evening of December 13 through 
the morning of the 14th. They get their chance to truly shine after a waxing crescent Moon sets 
around 10:30 pm on the 13th. Expert Geminid observers can spot around 100 meteors per hour 
under ideal conditions. You’ll spot quite a few meteors by avoiding bad weather and light 
pollution if you can, and of course make sure to bundle up and take frequent warming breaks.
The Geminids have an unusual origin compared to most meteor showers, which generally spring
from icy comets. The tiny particles Earth passes through these evenings come from a strange 
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“rock comet” named asteroid 3200 Phaethon. This dusty asteroid experiences faint outbursts of
fine particles of rock instead of ice. 

You can also look for comet 46P/Wirtanen while you’re out meteor watching. Its closest 
approach to Earth brings it within 7.1 million miles of us on December 16. That’s 30 times the 
average Earth-Moon distance! While passing near enough to rank as the 10th closest cometary 
approach in modern times, there is no danger of this object striking our planet. Cometary 
brightness is hard to predict, and while there is a chance comet 46P/Wirtanen may flare up to 
naked eye visibility, it will likely remain visible only via binoculars or telescopes. You’ll be able 
to see for yourself how much 46P/Wirtanen actually brightens. Some of the best nights to hunt 
for it will be December 15 and 16 as it passes between two prominent star clusters in Taurus: the 
Pleiades and the V-shaped Hyades. Happy hunting!

Catch up on all of NASA’s past, current, and future missions at nasa.gov

Caption: Earthrise, 1968. Note the phase of Earth as seen from the Moon. Nearside lunar 
observers see Earth go through a complete set of phases. However, only orbiting astronauts
witness Earthrises; for stationary lunar observers, Earth barely moves at all. Why is that?
NASA Night Sky Notes December 2018

Credit: Bill Anders/NASA
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Brian Morency  has two telescopes for sale. 
The first is a vintage 1950’s to 1960’s cardboard tube 6” 
reflector with an iron stand. The tube is about 4’ long, 
the focuser accepts 1.25” eye pieces and the finder 
scope is missing pieces and could use to be replaced.

He would like to get $150.00 for this one.

The second is a c.1980’s Meade 2080 LX3 8”.

This one needs a little work It was purchased from an estate, set it up once, and couldn’t get 
the focuser to move and have not done anything with it since. The front lense is a little foggy 
and needs to be replaced. Otherwise it is in “as is” Condition. There is a heavy tripod and 
controller included.

There is also a dew shield 
included that is not shown 
in the photos.

Brian paid $100.00 and 
would like to sell it for the 
same $100.00.

If anyone is interested, 
please contact:.

Brian Morency
1+248-895-6847 
mrbigb625@gmail.com

Item Location:
Royal Oak, MI

For Sale


